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Abstract
Electron-positron plasmas are believed to exist in the early universe, in active galactic nuclei,
and in pulsar magnetospheres. Most of the astrophysical plasmas usually contain ions as well
in addition to electrons and positrons. In this work, the ion-acoustic solitons are investigated
in three-component plasmas, whose constituents are inertial ions, vortex-like electrons and
positron. The properties of stationary structures are studied by pseudo-potential approach,
which is valid for large amplitude.
Introduction
The localized nonlinear structures of intense electromagnetic waves in two–electrontemperature electron-positron-ion plasmas have been investigated. It was found, that for
stationary propagation of finite amplitude electromagnetic waves only supersonic solitons
exist Shatashvili and Rao [1]. On the other hand, Popel et al. [2] have investigated nonlinear
dynamics of ion acoustic waves in plasma with cold ion fluid and hot isothermal electrons and
positrons. They showed that the amplitude of ion acoustic solitons is reduced due to the
presence of positrons in an electron-ion plasma. Alinejad et al. [3] employed a model
comprising nonisothermal electrons with ion fluid and the presence of positrons leads to the
possibility solitary waves. It is found that the effect of the positron density change the
maximum value of the amplitude and Mach number for which solitary waves can exist. In this
work, we study the effects of two-temperature nonisothermal electron that have vortex-like
distribution and the presence of positron on electrostatic solitary structures. Hence, we
investigate the proprieties of nonlinear ion-acoustic waves (IAW) by using the reductive
perturbation method [4].
Formulation
We consider an unmagnetized plasma consisting of singly charge positive ions nonisothermal
distribution electrons and Boltzmannian positrons. The quasi-neutrality at equilibrium is
written as, ܰ  ܰ ൌ ܰ ൌ ܰ  ܰ where, ܰ ሺܰ ሻ, ܰ and ܰ are the

unperturbed high (low) temperature electron, ion and positron densities respectively. The
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nonlinear dynamics of one-dimensional low phase speed ion-acoustic waves in such plasma
positron are described by,
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where, ݊ , ݊ ǡ ݊ሺሻ are the ion, positron and high (low) temperature electron densities

respectively, normalized by ܰ ; ݑ is the ion fluid velocity normalized to the ion-acoustic

speed ܥ௦ ൌ ሺܶୣ Τ݉ ሻଵȀଶ , Ȱ is the electrostatic potential normalized by ܶୣ Τ݁, ܶୣ ൌ
ܶୣϐ୪ ܶୣϐ୦ ሾߜ ܶୣϐ୦  ߜ ܶୣϐ୪ ሿିଵ , ߪ ൌ ܶୣ Τܶ , ߪሺሻ ൌ ܶୣ Τܶୣϐ୪ሺ୦ሻ ,  ൌ ܰ Τܰ , ߜሺሻ ൌ

ܰሺሻ Τܰ . The space coordinate  ݔand time  ݐare normalized by the Debye length ߣ ൌ
ሺܶୣ ΤͶߨ݁ ଶ ܰ ሻଵȀଶ and the plasma period ߱ିଵ ൌ ሺ݉ ΤͶߨ݁ ଶ ܰ ሻଵȀଶ respectively. The positrons
are assumed to have Boltzmann distribution. Thus, we can express the positron density as

݊ ൌ ݊ ൫െߪ Ȱ൯ሺሻ

On the other hand, the electron number density ݊ in the presence of trapped particles can be

expressed as [5]
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where, ߚ represent the ratio of free electron temperature ܶୣϐ୨ to the trapped electron

temperature ܶୣ୲୨ , and ݆ ൌ ݈ሺ݆ ൌ ݄ሻ for low (high) temperature electrons. If we expand this
݊ for the small amplitude limit and keep the terms up to Ȱଶ , it is found that ݊ is the same

density for both ߚ  Ͳ and ߚ ൏ Ͳ and is finally given by
ଷȀଶ

݊ ൌ ݊ ቀͳ  Ȱ െ ܾ୨ ɐୣ୨ ȰଷȀଶ  Ȱଶ Τʹቁሺሻ

where, ܾ ൌ ൫ͳ െ ߚ ൯Τξߨ. To study the dynamics of small-amplitude ion-acoustic (IA)

solitary waves in the presence of trapped electrons of two different temperatures, we employ a
reductive perturbation technique [4].

We introduce the stretched coordinates ߦ ൌ ߝ ଵȀସ ሺ ݔെ ߭ ݐሻ and ߬ ൌ ߝ ଷȀସ ݐ, where ߝ is a small

parameter and ߭ is the solitary wave velocity normalized by ܥ௦ . The variation ݊ , ݑ and Ȱ

are expanded as
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݊ ൌ ͳ  ߝ݊ଵ  ߝ ଷȀଶ ݊ଶ  ڮ

ݑ ൌ ߝݑଵ  ߝ ଷȀଶ ݑଶ  ڮሺሻ

Ȱ ൌ ߝȰଵ  ɂଷȀଶ Ȱଶ  ڮ

Now, substituting these expansions into Eqs.(1)-(3) and collecting the terms of different
powers of ߝ, in the lowest order, we obtain

Ȱଵ ൌ ߭ଶ ݊ଵ ൌ ߭ ݑଵ ሺૠሻ

where, ߭ଶ ൌ ൣሺͳ െ ሻΤ൫ߜ ߪୣϐ୪  ߜ ߪୣϐ୦  ߪ୮ ൯൧

For the next order in ߝ, yields a system of equations that leads to the modified Korteweg-de

Vries (MKdV) equation,

߲ఛ Ȱଵ  ܣඥȰଵ ߲క Ȱଵ   ܤμଷஞ Ȱଵ ൌ Ͳሺૡሻ
ଷȀଶ

ଷȀଶ

where,  ܣൌ ʹܤ൫ߜ ܾ ߪୣϐ୪  ߜ ܾ ߪୣϐ୦ ൯ and  ܤൌ ߭ଷ Τʹሺͳ െ ሻ.

In order to obtain the steady-state solution of this modified KdV equation, we transform the
variable ߦ, to impose the appropriate boundary conditions, namely

Ȱଵ ሺɄሻ ื Ͳ, ݀Ȱଵ ሺɄሻΤ݀ߟ ื Ͳ, ݀ଶ Ȱଵ ሺɄሻΤ݀ߟଶ ื Ͳ asȁߟȁ ื േλ ߟ ൌ ߦ െ ߬ܯሺૢሻ
Thus, we can express the steady-state solution of this modified KdV equation as,
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where amplitude Ȱଵ and the width  ݓare given by,
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The MKdV equation is, therefore, inadequate, and one has to find another equation in order to
study the nonlinear properties of IA waves, use the new stretched coordinates ߦ ൌ
ߝ ଵȀଶ ሺ ݔെ ߭ ݐሻand ߬ ൌ ߝ ଷȀଶ ݐ, and follow the same procedure used before. Accordingly, for

the lowest order of ߝ we obtain the relations,

Ȱଵ ൌ ߭ଶ ݊ଵ ൌ ߭ ݑଵ ሺሻ
and for next order of ߝ we get,
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For the next order in ߝ, we obtain a set of equations, which after making use of Eqs. (11)-(13),
yields,

߲ఛ Ȱଵ  ܣሖ߲క ൫Ȱଶ ඥȰଵ ൯   ܤμଷஞ Ȱଵ  Ȱଵ ߲క Ȱଵ ൌ Ͳሺሻ
where,  ܣሖൌ ͶܣΤξ͵ and  ܥൌ െሺ߭ଷ Τʹሻሾሺߜ ߪୣϐ୪  ߜ ߪୣϐ୦ ሻΤሺͳ െ ܲሻ  ሺ͵Τ߭ସ ሻሿ
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The one-soliton solution of Eq. (13),  ܣൌ Ͳ, is given by
కିெఛ

Ȱଵ ൌ Ȱଶ ݄ܿ݁ݏଶ ቀ

௪మ

ቁሺሻ

where amplitude Ȱଶ and the width ݓଶ are given by Ȱଶ ൌ ͵ܯΤ ܥǡ ݓଶ ൌ ඥͶܤΤ ܯ,

Eq. (15) clearly indicates that both rarefactive and compressive solitons exist. One can

observe that the inclusion of the second trapped electron species admits and existence of the
two kinds solitons. On the other hand, when ܣሖȰଶ ื ʹܦȰଵ Τ͵ , Eq. (13) would reduce to

߲ఛ Ȱଵ  ܦඥȰଵ ߲క Ȱଵ   ܤμଷஞ Ȱଵ  Ȱଵ ߲క Ȱଵ ൌ Ͳሺሻ

Now, substituting ߟ ൌ ߦ െ  ߬ܯin Eq. (16) and integrating twice, using (14), we get
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For the formation of double layers, we must satisfy the following conditions

ܸሺȰ ǡ ܯሻ ൌ Ͳǡ ሺܸ݀ Τ݀Ȱଵ ሻభୀ and ሺ݀ ଶ ܸ Τ݀Ȱଵଶ ሻభୀ ൏ Ͳሺૢሻ
Produce the double layer solution
ଵ

Ȱଵ ൌ Ȱ ሾͳ െ ሺሺߦ െ ߬ܯሻΤݓሻሿሺሻ
ଶ

where, Ȱ ൌ ͶܦΤͷ ܥ,  ܯൌ െ ͳܦଶ Τͷ ܥand  ݓൌ ሺͷΤܦሻξെ͵ ܥܤ. The double layer

solution exists only if ൏ Ͳ .
Summery

In this work, we have studies the effects of the vortex-like distributed electron on solitary
waves in four-component plasma. For small but finite amplitude is used the reductive
perturbation method [4] and the modified K-dV equation is obtained. Our investigation
reveals that such a model can support the existence of compressive as well as rarefactive
solitons. Additionally, a double layer is obtained.
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